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Tip of the Month – RI$K Allocation 

Why don’t my RI$K allocated results match between the detailed estimate and the summary section? 
 
ACE RI$K allocation defaults to allocate at level 2 WBS elements.  This means that all level 2 costs will match the 
RI$K statistics report at the desired probability level and all other costs will be adjusted so that the RI$K results sum 
up (by default, RI$K statistics do NOT sum).  Many users have a detailed WBS section and then one or more 
sections where the results are retabulated to show the costs in a different structure. By accepting the default RI$K 
allocation, ACE will allocate every level 2 cost to its lower levels. What most users really want is to allocate at level 2 
of the detailed WBS and use those results in the summary sections. You can make this happen by creating true 
summary sections using the Summary Result Type column (see ACE Advanced Instructional Video “Creating 
Summary Sections” or Help for details on how to do this) or by creating custom allocation markers so that ACE only 
allocates RI$K results in the detailed estimate section. Follow the steps below to create custom allocation markers: 
 
1. Unhide an unused Category column or create a new one. You can also rename any category column to be 
descriptive, e.g., RI$K Allocation Marker. 
 
2. In the detailed WBS section of your estimate, put a marker like ‘x’ on the rows to allocate from. For example, you 
might put markers on all level 2 rows of the estimate. 
 
3. Open Session Properties, RI$K and Config Reporting tab, and select the category column with the allocation 
markers defined from the “Allocation markers defined in:” drop down. 

  

  

https://www.aceit.com/resources/e-news
https://www.aceit.com/user-resources/instructional-videos
https://www.aceit.com/user-resources/instructional-videos


ACE will now allocate RI$K only from the rows marked with an “x” in the selected column and will use these allocated 
results in summary sections of the estimate in both reports and the Inputs/Results Viewer. 

 

Last ACEIT 101 Class for 2015! 
 

If you need to take the ACEIT 101 course before the end of the year don’t miss the last ACEIT 101 course to be held 
in Washington, DC on December 8-11. 

Register Today! 
 

On-Site ACEIT Training - have more than 6 students that need training? Let one of our highly qualified instructors 
come to you. Why should I get onsite training? SAVINGS: Airfare, hotel, rental Car and PerDiem 

 

Contact ACEIT Training, phone (281) 333-0240 ext. 50002 or e-mail aceit_train@tecolote.com  
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